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Built for Sound and Comfort, Again

By Jill Blank
When the community
leaders began discussing
the potential for having a
movie theater in Garner, a
couple things were made
clear: seating must be
comfortable and spacious,

and quality sound is a top
priority.
While the decisionmaking process occurred
more than 80 years apart,
the Avery Theater has lived
up to these goals – both in
1931 and again in 2013!

March, 1941

When originally built,
the architects knew they
were designing a movie
theater that would show
talking pictures. All the
design elements kept this
fact in mind. Whereas
other silent picture movie
houses worked to retrofit their theaters for the
new technology, the Avery
Theater was equipped with
the most up-to-date sound
equipment from the very
beginning.
To enhance the sound
experience, there were
no sharp angles in the
auditorium: the vertical
walls had gracefully arcing
corners; similarly the walls
smoothly
transitioned
across to the faux-paneled
ceiling that was covered
with a special preparation
of sound-absorbing plaster.
Even the “soft, velvety
carpet”
was
chosen
with this in mind. It was
installed with a thick
“sound deadening” material
underlayment.
Evidently it all worked
as planned.
Individual

reviews after the first shows
marveled at the quality
of the sound. One person
gratefully mentioned how
the action and the sound
were truly synchronized.
While there was no
balcony on the upper level,
additional seating could be
found in two unique spots.
On the north end of the
foyer, stairs led to the ladies
restroom and a Cry Room,
designed for families with
young children who might
be unable to sit through a
feature-length film. Stairs
at the south end of the foyer
led to the projection booth,
a small office, the men’s
restroom and a Gentleman’s
Smoking Room.
No expense was spared
when it came to providing
creature comforts, either.
The
theater
building
encompassed the fullwidth of two storefronts.
“Leather-tufted, cushioned
opera chairs [with] rich,
red leather” upholstered
the spring seats that were
20-inches wide.
Rows
were spaced at a then-

generous 32-inches. Even
with those considerations,
the auditorium had seating
for 400.
Comfort is easily found
in the luxurious 21st Century
seats manufactured by the
Irwin Seating Company.
The seat itself is a generous
width, while the rows are
spaced so that a patron
can remain seating while
allowing others to pass in
front of them.
Model 72.12.2.2 of the
company’s Signature series
is upholstered in Illusion
Faux Leather, and comes
with the flip-up, cup holder
armrests. The seat back
features built-in lumbar
support, and rocking motion
is achieved with minimum
force. The seat passes
the 600-pound static load
test, and surpassed the test
method for self-rising seat
mechanism by completing
more than 300,000 cycles
without failure.
Once again a quality
sound
experience
has
been created using the
latest technologies. The

auditorium is outfitted
with 7.1 Surround Sound
capabilities rather than the
more standard 5.1 Surround
Sound. The difference is
the addition of two more
speakers located on either
side of the rear part of the
listening space. Particularly
for action-oriented films,
the
additional
sound
quality truly maximizes the
experience.

And those extra rooms
the original theater had
upstairs? They have been
modernized and included
in the 2013 restoration.
Instead of a “Smoking
Room,” the similar space
has been designed as a VIP
Room where, for an extra
fee, patrons can enjoy the
movie experience with
their close friends complete
5.1 Surround Sound, as
appropriate for the smaller
space.
And the Cry Room is
again available for families
with
young
children
continued on page 3

Congratulations Avery on your Grand Reopening
Architectural Seamless Surfaces is delighted to have
contributed to the renovation of the Avery Theatre by
providing a custom concrete overlay. The lobby now
resembles the look of the original 1930’s quarry tile
with an epoxy topcoat and travels into an impressive
theatre that has a durable, seamless, slate trowel
overlay.

Do you need a solution for your surface?
We provide concrete overlays, surface restoration, and
custom flooring for commercial and residential and
interior and exterior surfaces. We can make your
basement, patio, driveway, and more look like stone,
brick, tile, or slate. With your imagination and our
expertise, there is no limit to the decorative effects we
can achieve!

Bob Becker diamond polishing the
concrete floor in the Avery theater

641-425-4541 www.aseamlesssurface.com

The beautiful lobby floor - looks like
the original 1930’s quarry tile, but
made of concrete with a topcoat.

Find us on
Facebook
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Best seats in the house!

Digital Sound and Projection System

Using the latest technology, the NC2000C digital cinema projector will deliver
exceptional image quality, brightness, resolution, contrast and colorimetry.
It supports all major suppliers of 3D applications and is well-suited to a
higher frames-per-second rate being used by some more advanced movie
production houses. LEADER photo by Rebecca Peter

continued from page 2

unable to sit through an
entire feature film without
becoming fussy. Parent and
child can remove themselves
from the auditorium to the
room at the top of the stairs.
There they can re-group
and continue watching the
movie without disturbing
the other patrons.
Many who saw the
splendor of the Avery in
1931 declared it the most
luxurious movie theater
between Des Moines and
the Twin Cities. It held its
charm well. In an interview
from 2007, Garner resident
Catherine Mattis recalled
moving to town in 1947
from a larger city. Catherine
and her husband attended

movies at the Avery every
Saturday for their “date
night.”
“Especially for a town
the size of Garner, I was
very impressed with how
beautiful the theater was
with its murals and all,”
Mattis said.
Similar comments about
how the Avery’s technology
and décor far exceeded
one’s expectations were
also overheard following
the public open house
during
Duesey
Days.
Especially impressed were
a couple individuals with
family members confined to
a wheelchair and motorized
scooter. They were pleased
to be able to sit side-by-side
using the designated spaces
reserved for wheelchair

patrons; and pleasantly
surprised at the ease of
movement once inside the
building.
Throughout its lifetime
much care and thought
has gone into making the
Avery Theater a superior
entertainment venue. Area
residents are encouraged
to plan a visit and decide
for themselves if the 2013
movie experience meets
and exceeds expectations –
just as it did 82 years ago.

The Avery Theater restoration made huge progress last week. Theater
seats were installed. The “Signature Rocker” theater seat features
include ergonomic design, decorative pleats, polymer back panel and
flip-up cupholder armrests. Chair backs have “built-in lumbar support for
exceptional comfort.” The seats are covered in illusion faux-leather. LEADER
photo by Rebecca Peter

Concessions area

Popcorn at the movies - it seems like you can’t have one without the other.
The concession area has a 32 oz. “Pop-O-Gold” kettle purchased through the Gold
Medal Company.
Popcorn will be buttered or unbuttered - small - medium or large containers.
Mark Ricke and Marvin Ricke, Garner, are donating the popcorn, oil and bags.
The theater is working with the Hewitt distribution company to supply other snacks for
the concession area.
Beverages are Coke-Cola Company products and water.
Pricing is competitive and reasonably priced for Avery Theatre customers.

Congratulations on your opening,
and THANK YOU to the
dedicated persons who worked hard to
make this dream a reality!

450 State St. Garner 641-923-2645
www.jasperseninsurance.com

Congratulations to the Avery

Best Wishes to the Avery!

Proud to have been a part of your renovation!

Thanks for choosing us for your
chandeliers and sconces

Plumbing • Heating
Cooling
507-373-6161
We’re your complete residential &
commercial mechanical service company

Darlene Crabb - Lighting Designer
1631 4th St. SW Suite 101, Mason City
641-423-2721
www.floortoceiling.som
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Avery Theater Comes Full Circle with Assisted Listening, Closed Caption Devices
When the Avery Theater
originally
opened
in
1931, it boasted having a
few seats equipped with
“acoustiphones
[which]
enabled deaf people to hear
the show.” At a time when
movie houses were just
making the transition from
silent films to “talkies,” this
was definitely cutting-edge
technology for the era.
Today’s Avery Theater
is likewise embracing
the latest technologies
in Assistive Listening
Devices so that patrons with
disabilities can more fully
enjoy their movie-going
experience.
The specific equipment
installed and available for
use at the Avery Theater
is the UPC-21 Infrared
Transmitter, and IRC-21
Emitter/Modulator Panel
manufactured by USL,
Inc. The infrared emitter
simultaneously broadcasts
closed caption text and two
channels of audio for both
the hearing and visually
impaired.
Operating at 95 KHz, the
UPC-21 system is designed
for low distortion and

high clarity of sound. The
infrared system will not
experience radio frequency
interference problems or
crosstalk.
The auditory signals
can be used with a variety
of headsets. Those selected
by the Avery staff are
the IRH-230 model, also
manufactured by USL,
Inc.
The over-the-head
headset provides twochannel assistive listening
that, at the push of a toggle
button, runs at either 2.3
or 2.8 MHz. The twochannel unit has sensors
on both sides. In addition
to the power switch, there
are independent volume
controls for each ear. The
headphones are cordless
and powered by two AAA
batteries.
The
headsets
will
provide Descriptive Video
Service (DVS) for those
movies that provide this
service in addition to
Closed Captioning. DVS
are intended to provide a
description of the important
visual elements that help
provide more complete
understanding
of
the

moment and the plot as a
whole. For feature films,
the descriptions are not
recorded, or mixed, with
the master soundtrack; the
DVS is kept as a separate
part of the digital theater
system (DTS) soundtrack.
The
hearing-impaired
may prefer to use the
infrared Closed Caption
system. The USL Closed
Captioning System (CCS)
is designed to enhance the
movie-going experience for
hearing impaired patrons.
The Avery will have
available the CCR-100
Closed Caption Receiver,
a personal closed caption
device. The “Seat Mount”
display is attached to an
adjustable,
gooseneck
support that clips to the
armrest.
Once adjusted, it is a
completely
hands-free
system. The unit contains
custom optics with display
the caption as a virtual
image far enough from the
viewer to avoid the need to
refocus between the caption
and the movie screen. If
the movie has captions
in multiple languages, an

alternate language can be
selected at the touch of a
button. The CCR-100 can
receive captions for up to
three languages.
During
it’s
initial
opening, the Avery will
have a limited number
of each device available.
It is recommended that
patrons wishing to use
either the Headphone or
Closed Captioning system
arrive early or contact a
manager ahead of time
about availability. The USL
infrared system is capable
of supporting an unlimited
number of devices; the
Avery plans to add more

units in response to patron
demand, and as funding
allows.
NOTE: Patrons who
have purchased their own
infrared assistive listening
or closed caption device
are encouraged to bring
them along; the equipment
is compatible with most

infrared systems. Patrons
considering the purchase
of a personal unit would
find it easiest to reach
out to a movie equipment
distributor, such as Midwest
Cinema of Des Moines, the
company that has advised
the Avery staff with its
equipment choices.

Best Wishes to the Avery!
Proud to have
installed the front
doors and the
windows in the
reconstruction
Residential or Commercial
Glass Replacement
Storefronts
Customs Mirrors
Overhead Doors
Pattern and Custom
Sandblasted Glass

Tuck-pointing and other façade repair are being done at the Avery Theatre
in this 2010 photo.

Façade repairs at the Avery
147 West K Street
Forest City, IA
641-585-4241
Hours: 7:30-4:00 M-F
shannon@eddysglass.com

www.eddysglass.com

Tuck-pointing on the
Avery building was done
Nuncio Construction of
Britt.
Grants from the Worth
County
Development
Authority, Hancock County
Foundation funded the
repairs. The works included
tuck-pointng, cleaning and
repair or replacement of the
bricks, fabricating window

sealsand installing new
limestone.
Guadalupe and Lucila
Nuncio
have
owned
and
operated
Nuncio
Construction for 12 years.
Nuncio
Construction
also specializes in masonry
marble, tile, stone, brick,
cement and landscaping.
“I have been working in
construction and masonry

work for 44 years,” said
Guadalupe Nuncio. “l love
my job.”
It took about a month
and a half to tuck-point the
Avery.
“You need to have
experience on bonding and
cement,” Guadalupe said.
“Thank you for giving us
the privilege to work on
Avery Theatre.”
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Volunteers play major role
By Rebecca Peter
Just like the “stars of the
silver screen,” the many
volunteers who donated
time and talent to restoring
the Avery Theatre are
“stars” in their own right
and are crucial to the
project’s overall success.
“Lloyd Bier is our
construction
manager,”

said Barb Eisenmenger,
chairman of Main Street Inc.
“Lloyd has devoted over
3,000 hours of volunteer
labor to the Avery. “Bernie
Korsa and Mark Ricke
have been Lloyd’s top
volunteers - donating time
and expertise to the project
throughout the restoration.”
“Roger Schmidt was

instrumental
in
the
deconstruction process lending time and equipment
to removing the concrete
floor and other demolition
work. Jeff Short and the
Garner-Hayfield/Ventura
High School Building and
Trades students helped a
great deal hanging sheet
rock.

GHV carpentry class lends a hammer
The sounds of hammers and drills signaled a very busy day at the Avery
Theater in Garner on Wednesday, Feb. 6. The Garner-Hayfield / Ventura high
school building and trades class lent a hand (or hammer) to the theater
restoration effort. The class hung approximately 150 sheets of drywall to the
interior walls of the 1931 building. From left: GHV carpentry students Justin
Hagen, Walker Winkleman, Cory Dodd and Alex Benitez, along with Avery
volunteer Mark Ricke, help hang sheetrock at the theater as part of the ongoing restoration effort.

A weighty matter…
It took six men to install the polished black granite countertop for the
concessions stand at the Avery Theater. The 9-foot by 28-inch countertop
weighs 550 pounds. Final preparations are underway this week for Avery’s
grand opening on Aug. 16. LEADER photo by Rebecca Peter

“Missy
Huling
has
donated countless hours
in painting the walls,”
Eisenmenger noted. “And
there have been many
people from the community
who have come in 8 to 30
hours when they’ve been
called for a particular
project.”
Students
from
the

YIELD program at GarnerHayfield/Ventura
also
assisted with painting.
“I must mention the
Avery Committee of 12
who stuck it out through
thick and thin; donating
their money and well as
time and energy to see
the Avery project to the
opening date.”

“All volunteers are held
in high regard.”
In
addition
to
Eisenmenger,
Avery
Committee members are:
Ken Mick, Lisa Formanek,
Neil Fell, Lloyd Bier, Jan
Bier, Kathy Ingram, Ed
Enright, Dr. Roy Tesene,
Connie Tesene, Janice
Bachman and Jill Blank.

Members of the crew who helped tear down the 1931 plaster ceiling at the
Avert Theatre were: (left-right) Ed Enright, Ken Mick, Jack Toppin, Roger
Schmidt, Lucas McLean, Kim Fiedler, and Dave McLean. The scrap steel
mesh and metal framework was recovered from the debris and sold for in
excess of $400. Proceeds went to the restoration project. (2011 photo)

more volunteer photos on page 11

Congratulations to the Avery

Danielle Prather,
CPA - Manager

Ray Waddingham,
CPA

Ramie Strand

D.K. Arndt, P.C.
Certified Public Accountants and Consultants
135 Cottonwood Drive, Garner, IA

641-923-2091
Garner, Forest City, Lake Mills, Greene, Belmond, Titonka
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Digital Projector, Data Storage
Maximizes Impact with Ease

Avery’s “Silver Screen”
The Avery Theatre’s 32 x 12.5 screen was installed in June. The screen was
ordered through Midwest Cinema of Des Moines. Volunteers Lloyd Bier and
Mark Ricke assist Paul Aswegan of Johnston with the installation.

Avery Movie Screen
The Avery’s movie
screen is a Spectral
240, made by Harkness
Screens, the world’s largest
manufacturer of projection
screen
surfaces.
The
Spectral 240 is a 3D silver
screen with an excellent
performance history.
According to information
on the Harkness company
website, this same screen is
used in various simulators,
3-D/4D amusement rides, in
large format cinema and for
special effects applications.
The
base
material
of the screen surface is
coated in silver aluminum
flake. According to the
manufacturer, this creates
provides
“high
gain
characteristics,
strong
signal-to-noise
ratios,
generous viewing angles
and
excellent
color
temperature.”
The final
product is “a special ultrahigh
brightness
silver
screen that gives excellent
performance with ‘passive’

3D applications using
polarized light, such as
RealD.”
At the same
time, it performs well with
standard film presentations.
Because the Spectralbrand screen reflects more
light back to the audience,
cinema
operators
can

achieve correct brightness
levels without putting total
reliance on the brightness
of the projecting image.
This helps extend the life
of costly digital projector
lamps and can reduce the
energy consumption rate of
the projector unit.

Lou Heinan of Capital Decorating of Des Moines,
pleats the soundfold material in auditorium of the
Avery Theatre.

Congratulations

The Avery’s digital
cinema projector is the
NC2000C model made by
NEC. The projector uses
DLP Cinema technology
from Texas Instruments (see
glossary) and is specifically
designed for mediumsized theaters. NEC boasts
the projector “delivers
exceptional image quality,
brightness,
resolution,
contrast and colorimetry.”
And it provides exceptional
performance quality while
still being easy to use.
One feature of this userfriendly system includes
the ability to pre-program
different projector aspect
ratio configurations; up to
eight stored profiles can
be retrieved using a directselect button. The digital
cinema
projector
also
allows 3D presentations
to be shown using a single
projector; it also supports
the needs of all major
suppliers of 3D movies.
The advanced DLP
Cinema® light engine
provides contrast ratios up
to 2200:1, which enable
better reproduction of detail
in dark scenes. According
to information provided
by NEC, “This projector
faithfully reproduces digital
cinema and high-definition
input sources that require
superior color reproduction
and wide gradation.”
Images are projected
using a 3-chip digital
micro-mirror device, or
DMD, reflection method.
It is capable of projecting
17,000 lumens (when using
a 4.0 kW high-efficiency
xenon lamp bulb). It
projects an image of 2048

x 1080 pixels, also
referred to as 2K
formatting. With
the
installation
of
Doremi’s
Integrated Media
Block
(IMB),
the projector has
been
upgraded
and made compatible with
4K technology. As yet the
industry is slowly evolving
in that direction.
While
the
industry
standard is to film motion
pictures using a frame rate,
or frame frequency, of 24
frames per second, the
Avery’s projector supports
a high frame rate of 48 fps.
At twice the standard frame
rate, the goal of 48 fps is
to reduce motion blur and
flicker to create a greater
sense of reality. Director
Peter
Jackson’s
“The
Hobbit” was the first movie
to be filmed using 48 fps.
As an added bonus for
cost-conscious
theater
managers, the NC2000C
has the ability to maximize
the lifespan of the projector
bulb through its auto
lamp brightness control.
This system provides an
electronic monitoring of
the lamp’s brightness, and
adjusts the lamp’s power
as needed throughout the
lifespan of the bulb. In
addition to optimizing
lamp performance, this
feature ensures the brightest
and most uniform image
possible for the lifetime of
each lamp.
A liquid cooling system
inside the projector helps
with dissipating the heat
created by the system. The
projector itself is relatively

quiet, emitting less than 62
dB when operational.
With digital cinema
making film reels obsolete,
a dedicated storage server
is needed for downloading
and saving the digital
content.
The IMB/
ShowVault by Doremi
has earned a “Preferred
Product” designation by
Digital Cinema Theaters
Worldwide.
ShowVault is a dedicated
storage server capable of
playing JPEG2000 digital
movies that conform to
DCI specifications. It was
specifically designed to
interface and partner with
Doremi’s IMB (Integrated
Media Block), which is
installed inside the digital
projector.
The IMB uses 4K media
block technology, which
makes playback of 4K
resolutions possible.
ShowVault loads digital
content from the dedicated
storage server via Ethernet,
USB 2.0 or CRU/ESata.
It electronically processes
files to the IMB via an
external PCI Express cable.
ShowVault also allows
theater operators to preprogram an entire movie
schedule, including preview
movie trailers, on-screen
advertising, feature films
and announcements.

Welcome Back, Avery!

Avery Committee!
Proud to have supplied the
electrical work for this project!

Clabaugh Electric

641-587-2114
114 No. 1st St. Klemme, IA

Kramer Ace Hardware
150 Hwy. 18 West, Garner 923-3003
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Omaha company serves as film booking agent

By Rebecca Peter
Coming to a theater near
you…
A familiar phrase used
by Hollywood to promote
a film. But how does it
happen?
The Avery Theatre will be
working with Main Street
Theater of Omaha, Neb.,
for booking new releases.
Bill and Colleen Barstow
started Main Street Theater
with the purchase of a small
single screen theatre in
Plattsmouth, Neb.
The company has grown
to own and operate eight
locations with 49 screens
in Iowa and Nebraska.
Markets include Omaha,
Sioux City, Orange City,
Sheldon, Shenandoah, Le
Mars in Iowa, as well as
Nebraska City and Fremont,
Neb.
In addition to the owned
and operated theaters,
Main
Street
Theater
also represents over 25
theatres in Iowa, Nebraska,
Minnesota, Kansas, and
South Dakota as their film
buying/booking agent.
“As an agent we
represent small market
theaters and their owners to
the studios and distributors

Bill Barstow
Omaha World-Herald photo

that distribute their film,”
said Bill. “We serve theaters
over a five-state area in a
film buying/booking agent
capacity as well as own and
operate our own theaters in
Iowa and Nebraska.”
“We currently represent
a number of theatres in the
region including Osage,
Clear Lake, Hampton, and
many others,” he said.
Barstow
is
not
a
distributor but rather an
agent who negotiates film
availabilities and terms
for local theaters with
the companies (studios)
that
distribute
films.
Film distributors include
Disney, Sony Pictures,
Warner Bros., Universal,

Twentieth Century Fox and
Paramount, to name just a
few.
“We are working with the
Avery to see that they are
properly set up to license
film with the various
studios and will work with
them to secure film at
generally favorable terms in
an ongoing basis,” Barstow
said.
Small town America is
experiencing a resurgence
of movie theaters.
“There has been quite
a renaissance in small
markets just like Garner,
in understanding the value
of providing big screen
entertainment and working
in a multitude of ways
to organize and support
re-opening or complete
renovation,” he said.
“The
organization
in Garner has done an
amazing job in identifying
the need, raising the funds
and awareness and then the
hard part in getting the work
done to open the theater,”
Barstow continued. “The
entire community should be
very proud of all that this
group has been able to do.”
“We are honored to be
working with the Avery.”

Bow

WOW!

3D

Movies!
Congratulations
Avery Theater
on your Grand
Reopening!
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Avery board names theatre managers
The Avery Theater will
be staffed by two part-time
employees. Carole Lemon
and Tami Helland are comanagers.
What drew Carole Lemon
to the Avery job?
“The
excitement
of
new entertainment to the
Garner community and the
opportunity to work with a
multitude of volunteers and
committee members,” she

responds. “Garner’s support
of the Avery Theatre has
been phenomenal and I am
thrilled to be part of this
wonderful adventure!”
“I like all genre’s of
movies, outside of zombie
flicks,” Carole said. Some
of her favorites are Forest
Gump, Pirates of the
Caribbean, The Hobbit,
The Wizard of Oz and The
Sound of Music.

Tami Helland and Carol Lemon are co-managers
of the Avery Theater.

Lemon’s
work
experience includes her
current full time position as
Employment and Training
Coordinator for Experience
Works in North Iowa.
Prior to Experience
Works, Carole worked in
various human resource
positions. She has been
involved
in
multiple
volunteer
activities
including two women’s
shelters, Rhythm Church,
the Garner Chamber of
Commerce and the Humane
Society. She serves on
a National Employment
and Training Coordinator
Advisory Committee.
Carole has four children:
Winston, a senior at GarnerHayfield/Ventura School,
and three grown children,
Jason, Anna, and Ashley.
She has resided in Garner
since 1996 and enjoys
staying healthy, spending
time with family and
friends, camping, reading,
traveling … and of course the movies!
Tami Helland
Tami Helland and her
family moved to Garner
from Mapleton, Minn. a
year ago.
Tami and her husband,
Paul, are natives of

Humboldt. The couple has
three children: Calvin, a
senior at Garner-Hayfield/
Ventura; Cory and his
wife, Karen of Farmington,
Minn.; and Janey of Fargo,
N.D.
“We love the movies
and the whole theatre
experience,” Tami said.

“I was excited to find
out about the Avery
Theatre and was instantly
interested in the [assistant]
position.”
“I love movies based on
a true story!” she said. “I
really just like all genres
of movies, especially
comedies and ‘feel good’

movies with a happy
ending!”
Tami previously was in
the banking industry.
She enjoys being a
spectator at her children’s
sporting events. She also
enjoys escaping in a good
book that hopefully will be
made into a movie!

Avery Marquee

Signage for the Avery Theatre’s marquee was supplied by Nagle Signs Inc.
of Waterloo. The outer covering of the canopy is similar to the 1931 original.
The flashing, LED sign, however is 21stCentury technology. The LED sign
will announce the current movie, coming attractions, as well as the time and
temperature.

CONGRATULATIONS
fromHancockCountyHealthSystem

Providingqualityhealthcare
toourfriendsandfamiliesacrossHancockCountysince1953
•HancockCountyMemorialHospital
•CommunityHealth
•GarnerRehabilitationClinic
•MedicalClinicsinBritt,Garner,Kanawha&Wesley
JohnBrady,DO~JamieBrantner,PAͲC~CatherineButler,MD~LissaHolloway,PAͲC~JulieLarson,ARNP~KellyLillie,ARNP
AngelaMcGregor,DNP,ARNP~VaraPonnada,MD~JenniferRosenmeyer,ARNP
MarciaRing,PhD,ARNP~KendraUlicki,ARNP
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Theatre floors present challenge
By Rebecca Peter
Bob Becker and crew like
a challenge. The flooring for
the Avery Theatre provided
one.
Becker is the owner
of Becker Construction
of Swaledale. He started
Architectual
Seamless
Surfaces ten years ago as
another side to his general
contracting
business.
Architectural
Seamless
Surfaces
specializes
in custom flooring and
restoration.
“It is seamless, custom
colored, with unlimited
designs,” he said.
“One thing about being
in the construction business
is that every project is
different and each has its
own particular challenges,”
he stated.
“I like a challenge,” he
said. “Barb [Eisenmenger]
contacted me and we
looked at the project
and discussed ideas. We
reviewed alternatives and
wanted to maintain the look
of the original theater.”
“Our job was to repair
the cracks and pop-outs
in the auditorium area and

to apply a durable, low
maintenance seamless grey
colored overlay.”
“The entry required an
overlay to resemble the
existing quarry tile. The
concession area was added
to the to do list as an
economical, easy-to-clean
surface that would go along
with the color scheme,” he
noted.
“The auditorium floor
was done with what we call
a slate troweled finish. The
floor was hand toweled with
a slightly textured finish.”
An epoxy sealer and a
high wear topcoat were then
applied.
Flooring for the entry
and concession area was
a
microfinish
overlay
with integral coloring to
resemble the existing tile.
The lobby presented
a different challenge matching the original tile
that was uncovered early in
2009.
“It is always difficult to
match colors precisely,”
Bob said. “The color is in
the terra cota family. We
blended it the best that we
could. The difficult area was

Barb Eisemminger with the original lobby terra
cota tile that was uncovered in 2009.
matching the existing lines integral colored overlay by
of grout to the new overlay hand, it was sanded smooth
because each row was a and the tape was pulled.
little different in width. It The grout line required
took us most of a day and additional
coloring
to
260 yards of tape to mark match the existing grout
off the tiles,” he recalled.
and was done meticulously
After
applying
the by brush. After clean-up, an

Bob Becker of Architecutal Seamless Surfaces
matches the grout of the new overlay to the
existing lines of grout from the original tile.
epoxy sealer was applied
“I want to thank Barb
with a top coat for wear and and Lloyd Bier and their
abrasion resistance.
countless hours for a job
“The support from well done. They were
the community and their excellent people to work
involvement was fantastic,” with. Thank you for letting
Bob said. “The many hours us be involved in a part of
of volunteer labor helped the Avery Theater project.”
get this project done.”

Serving you since 1930

We Welcomed the Avery when it opened in 1931 and we’re
Here to Celebrate the Grand Reopening of The Avery in 2013!!!

This is the ad that ran in 1931 in The Garner
Leader and Signal to Welcome the Avery

Hancock County Coop Oil
245 State Street

Garner, IA 923-2635 or 1-800-924-2667
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Avery Theatre FAQ

When will movies be shown?
Movies will be shown 7-days a week with new films beginning on Fridays. Show time will
be 7 p.m. If needs determines a second show may be added at 9:30 p.m. As well, a Sunday
matinee time is yet to be determined.
What types of movies will be shown?
A variety of films will be shown to appeal to all audiences. The Avery has contracted with
Disney Studios, Paramount Pictures, and Universal Studios among others.
How big is the screen?
The viewing area of the screen is 30-feet wide by 12-feet tall. The screen is a Harkness
Spectral 240, an ultra-high brightness silver screen designed for 3D and realD movies.
How much will a movie cost?
Standard ticket prices will be $4 for adults (12 & older); $3 for children (under 12). Movies
shown in 3-D will be $6 for adults, and $5 for children.
Is the theatre handicap accessible?
The main floor is fully accessible including the ground-level restrooms. The auditorium has
five spaces reserved for wheelchair patrons which are interspersed throughout the seating.
Hearing impaired patrons will have access to personal headsets. In addition, closed caption
viewing devices are also available for use. Both items are available for use at any seat in the
auditorium.
How many seats does the theatre have?
The main auditorium has seating for 198 people. That is 193 in theatre seats and 5 wheelchair
spaces.
What’s upstairs?
The projection booth, the cry room, the VIP Lounge, and the Marquee Room.
Can the theatre be rented?
The VIP Lounge, and the Marquee Room can be rented for $40 for 1-3 hours, plus the
purchase of movie tickets. A room-usage deposit is required. Auditorium rental fees will be
determined at a future date.
What makes it different from other theatres?
Movies will be projected by the “brightest digital cinema projector available” onto a large
3D and RealD-capable silver screen. Movies using the technology, 7.1 surround-sound will
embrace the auditorium patrons while those in the smaller VIP Lounge will hear action in 5.1
surround-sound. Spacious seating allows patrons of all sizes to view movies in comfort without
fear of banging knees or sitting on top of one’s neighbor.
How can a person work or volunteer at the theatre?
Teams of volunteers will primarily staff the Avery. There will be two part-time managers
will be the only paid positions. Managers will coordinate volunteer schedules, work with the
booking agent to schedule movies, and monitor concession supplies. A volunteer sign-up sheet
is available at the theatre or by talking to theatre manager Carole Lemon at 641-923-2879.

to the Avery!

Providing internet,
digital cable,
telephone, and
wireless service to
Garner, Britt,
Kanawha, Corwith,
and Klemme

105 South Main Kanawha, IA 1-800-469-3772
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Lloyd Bier

Missy Huling

Team of volunteers helped pour the concrete for the theatre auditorium in
July of 2011. The next was installing interior walls, insulation and electrical
work.

The public had the opportunity to watch the restoration in progress
during an open house in December of 2012. A group of volunteers put up
the interior framework for drywall. Volunteers included: Roy Tesene, Ken
Engstler, Bernie Korsa, Lloyd and Jan Bier, Roger Schmidt, Matt Maurer,
Mike Bahnsen, Mark Ricke, Ron Upmeyer and Everaudo Ochoa. Others
assisting were Connie Tesene,Barb Eisenmenger and Kathy Ingram.

Congratulations on your
Grand Reopening!
Proud to have done the
drywall, taping and
texturing on the Avery
renovation.

Roger Schmidt removes debris from the interior of the theatre during
November 2011 workday. The next step was installation of the heating and
cooling ductwork.

Best Wishes to the Avery
From Adam Roberts, ASE
Master Certified Mechanic

260 N. State Street, Garner 923-2599
(North of the Hwy 18 stop light)

Call Mike for all your
new or remodeling
drywall needs!
Residential or

Commercial
No job too big

or too small!
14 Years Experience
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We thank all these generous donors for
PREMIER

$25,000 +

Drs. Tesene, Maurer & Maurer
Hancock County Foundation
John K Hanson Foundation

Oscar Winners
Alli
Alliantt E
Energy
Anonymous
Avery Fund Raising Events
Beyer, Maynard & Barbara
Bier, Lloyd & Jan
Brunsen, Verne & Sandy

$5,000-$24,999

C
Clear
Lake Bank & Trust
Eisenmenger, Barb
Fell, Neil & Kathy
Ferrar Foundation
Fritz, Marc & Amanda
Furman, Don & Melinda
Historical Restoration Grant
Ingram, Randy & Kathy

Director
ABCM Corporation
Agrium
Anonymous
Banwart, Brian & Deb 
Bier, Wes & Bri
Blank, Greg & Jill
Carol's Tax & Accounting
Carolus, Dean & Val
Casey's General Store
Cataldo, Brian & Bonnie
Cataldo, Dean & Beverly

Chamber Auction Proceeds
G-H Class of 1963
G-H Class of 1990
Davison, Wendell & Brenda
Davison, Willie & Jane
Eisenmenger, David, Heather,

Rose & Anders
Eisenmenger, Mark & Janay
Eisenmenger, Stephen
Enright, Ed & Janet
Erickson, Gus & Jan
Ermer, Rick & Leanne
Family Eye Care Center
Formanek, Dick & Marcia

Super Stars
AFN Trucking
Avery, Darrell & Deborah
Baack, Richard Memorial
Bachman, Ron & Janice
Carolus, Harlan & Betty
Claude, Iva Doris Memorial
Country Threads Quilt Shop
DeWitt, Allan & Marian
Dornbier, Phillip & Michelle
East, Charlene & Pat
East, Steve & Jody
Employees of Reliance State Bank
Frein, Brad & Shelly
Formanek, Mat & Lisa
Fuller, JoAnn
Gamerdinger, Jon, Dawn,

Brianna & Logan
Garner Lions

Reliance State Bank
City of Garner
Vision Iowa - CAT Grant

Prohaska, Steve & Gina
Rotary Club of Garner
Smith, Lynn & Kathy/Smith's
Hardware
Sonquist, Dean & Marcia
Stellar Industries
The Goodnature Store
Worth County Development Authority

$1,000 - $4,999
Garland, Phil & Jody
Garner Community Chest
Garner Veterinary Clinic
Gilbert, Mark & Diane
Goff, Darrell
Greiman, Daryl Memorial
Gruis, Lee & Gracka
Hayes, Doug & Jackie
Hancock County Board of Supervisors
Hancock County Farm Bureau
Hueneman Farms
Kadrlik, Dan & Lori
Mauer, Matt & Amy
Mick, Ken & Betty

Pringnitz, Jesse & Angie
Ricke Bros. Dekalb/Asgrow Seed
Roe, Chuck & Family
Rud, Dan & Melissa
Schmidt, Roger & Deb
Schmidt, Rusty & Stacy
Schmidt, Tim
Schoneman Realtors
Sorority Fashion Show
Tesene, Roy & Connie
Trca-Black, Sandra
Weiland Farms
YIELD class of 2013
Zrostlik, David & Joan

$500 - $999

Garner Pizza Ranch
Garner Wa Tan Ye
Gardner, Lance & Buffie
G-H Class of 1950
Goll, Joel & Julie
Greiman, Vivian
In Memory of Wayne Greiman
Haag, Jim & Brenda
Hancock County Co-Op Oil Ass'n
Harle, Tony
Hovda, Ted & Susan
Howell, Ed & Karen
Huling, Mark & Missy
J3B Partnership
Jass, Gary & Arlene
Jass, Jim & Sharon
Jass, Terry & DiAnn
Kalkwarf, Mike & Max

Kindwall, Ron & Janet
Linda Hamilton Quilt Raffle
Madsen, Mike & Eileen
Nelson, Paul & Nancy
Neuberger, Darrell & Diane
Neuberger, Frances & Lester Memorial
Neuberger, Kerry
O'Shea, Paul & Cynthia
Paulus, Bill & Terry
Pedersen, Gerald & Karen
Pringnitz, Jesse & Angie
Rayhons, Henry & Donna
Rayhons, Randy & Karen
Ricke, Alex & Stephanie
Ricke, Marvin & Jane
Roberts, Adam, Pam & Paige
Schell, Lu
Sherman, Brad & Laurie

Shoop, Doug & Della
Templeton, Steve & Bev
Tusha, Tim & Ellen
Upmeyer, Daryl & Kathy
Upmeyer, Ron & Marcia
Van Gerpen, John & Pam
Waddingham, Bill & Rosalie
Webner, Earl & Linda
Wilhelm, Rich & Judy
Wood Chiropractic Clinic
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their contributions to the Avery Theatre!
STAGE CREW
Baack, Jean
Bahnsen, Mike & June
Bell, Don & Bette
Bell, Scott
Berg, Edward & Becky
Bier, Etta Lou
Bierle, Chris & Angie
Blumer, Harold & Dorothy
Boehnke, Dan & Sue
Boehnke, David & Melanie
Boehnke, Mark & Roseann
Boehnke, Philip & Sharon
Brady, June
Brink, Brandon & Holly
Brown, LaVon
Calvert, Daniel & Lea
Carolus, Keith & Roberta
Deibler, Bill & Diana
DeVary,Virgil & Dorothy
Dick, Dan & Jeanne
Dodd, Ivan & Carol
Edelen, Charles
Eichmann, Cassie
Eichmann, Zach
Finn, Linda
Finn, Marge

Flaten, Wayne & Jan
Folkers,Scott & Dana
Formanek, Bernie & Lorrie
Friends of Garner Public Library
Furst Family
Gamerdinger, Jon & Dawn
Gatchel, Jim & Kathryn
G-H Class of 1981
Gibbs, Joe & Kathy
Gifford, Don & Bobbie
Goodnature, Neil
Greiman, Clayton & Mary Alice
Greiman, Fred & Gena
Greiman, Luke
Greiman, Ted & Mary
Greiman, Todd & Jane
Hammitt, Rick & Kelley
Hamrick, Addison
Hana, John & Janice
Hansen, Roger & Joanne
Hanson, Kris, Joan, Rachael & Kollin
Hiscocks, Mark & Sandy
Howe, John
Hrubes Trucking/Mike & Josh
Huffman, Daisy
Hummel, Leland & Buelah
Isvik, Stan & Sheri
Jaspersen Insurance & Real Estate
Jass, Alan
Jass, Todd & Julie

SUPPORTING CAST
Albertson, Talitha
Anderson, Allen
Anderson, Grant & Brenda
Anonymous
Arndt, DK Accountants
Bassett, Ray & Dawn
Best, Barbara
Beta Sigma Phi
Blumer, Iola Memorial
Boehnke, Bill & Laura
Boehnke, Carroll & Delores
Bovenmeier, Vivian
Brady, June
Brozik, Eleanor
Brunkan, Sharon
Bruns, Robert
Bryan, Bart
Burk, Kay & Gloria
Church, Rger
Clement, Mary
Cory, Barry & Marsha
Denny, Steve & Renae
Derr, Chris & Chelsey
Doble, Joel & Michelle
Dornbier, Rose
Eiffler, Daryl & Chris
Erdmann, Earl & Marcella
Frank, Matt & Diane
Frederick, Tom
Freiberg, Rena
G & J Honey
Garner Education Association
Garner Progressive Club
G-H Class of 1945
G-H Class of 1965

G-H Class of 2000
Gisel, Roger & Rebecca
Greiman, Chuck & Faye
Greiman, Connie
Greiman, Hilda
Greiman, Stan & Michele
Griggs, Janane
Grote, Garlan & Linda
Haan, James
Haberkamp, Clayton & Muriel
Halfpop, Rod & Sheri
Hall, Gary
Hamilton, Linda Memorial
Hancock Co. Community Chest
Hansen, Dave & Tammy
Hanson, Bruce
Hanson, Linda
Hartwig, Tim & Janice
Haugen, John & Debra
Haugland, Bobbie & Barbara
Hejlik, Ralph & Carolyn
Hensley, John & Linda
Hessel, Mike & Mary
Holmbeck, Aaron & Victoria
Homann, James & Deanna
Hoppel, Don & Linda
House, Maurene
Hrubes, Delores Memorial
Hrubes, Joshua
Huinker, Dorothy
Imoehl, Russ & Mary
In Memory of Dr. Raymond &

Mrs. Ryan
Jakoubek, Dave & Nancy
Juszczyk, Laura Book Signing

$250- $499
Johnson, Don & Lisa
Johnson, Marvin & Tessie
Johnson, Mrs. MG
Juhl, Brady & Linda
Kadrlik, Catherine
Kapka, David & Cheryl
Keraus, Lynn & Gail
Klooster, Carolina
Knights of Columbus
Kothenbeutel, Don & Jo
Kral, Robert & Marilyn
Kumsher, Ron & Carolyn
Larson, Paul & Evon
Lenz, Gerald & Shirley
Malek, Beverly
Marshall, Frank & Tracy
McClintock, Monte & Joyce
McMahon, Tom & Cathy
Mike's Auto Refinishing
Modern Images by Niki
Neal, Jo
Nedved, Arlyn & Mary
Nedved, Lewis & Andrea
Okoboji Andersons
Paca, Kenneth & Dianne
Penning, Ray & Michelle
Peterson, Rich & Carol
Prohaska, Robert & Doris
Prohaska, Rock Family
Prohaska, Verne & Sally

Quintus, Ken & Deb
Rayhons, Greg & Sandy
Ricke, Dean & Millie
Ricke, Eleanore Memorial
Rohlf, John & Sheryl
Schaeffer, Ken & Kathleen
Schmidt, George & Arlene
Schmidt, LuVern e & Mary Ann
Schoneman, Paul & Marilyn
Spilman, Dennis & Paula
Spriggs, Marty & Judy
Stille, Robert & Sandy
Stromer, Dean & Deborah
Svare, Pete & Kathy
Tendall, Roger & Delores
Thiedeman, Chip & Brenda
Thiele, James & Kathy
Torkelson, Warren & Margaret
Trca, Don & Jacque
Trca-Black, Sandra
Tripp, Jerry & Marjorie
Tue, Mark & Margaret
Urich, Bambi
VanderHuevel, George & Shirlene
Waddingham, Arly Memorial
Waddingham, Mark & Elizabeth
Weaver, Brent & Rosemary
Wesson, Lucile R Memorial
Wood, Dale & Linda
Younge, Marcus & Robin

$20 - $249
Kalkwarf, Loren & Alberta
Katter, William
Kinsella, Eunice
Klemm, Roger
Klemm, Rose Memorial
Kohlmeyer, Dean & Lynell
Kopacek, Roger & Mary
Kuhlman, Al & Mysti
Kunkel, Dan
Kurtz, William
Lange, Betty
Larson, Paul & Julie
Lau, Mark, Lori & Family
Lau, Robert
Lawton, Sioux
Leerar, Duane & Paulette
Lemon, Carole
Lunning, Norm & Joyce
M & J Transport
Madson, Charles & Judy
Madson, Chris
Malek, Alice
Marshall, Frank & Tracy
Marshall, Merle & Bev
MaxYield Cooperative
Mc Mullin, Layton & Margaret
McMahon, Jim & Laurel
McMahon, Macy
Mestad, Merikay
Meyer, Bernadette
Meyer, David & Vivian
Meyers, Ken & Kim
Molander, Royal & Clare
Muff, Ben
Muth, Betty Memorial

Nedved, Jerry & Judy
Nedved, Lewis & Barb
Neuberger, Frances & Claudia
Noehren, Al & Mel
Olsen, Randy & Monica
Olson, Lois
Olson, Richard
Opp, Rev. Harvey & Carol
Otte, Kim
Ouderkirk, Virginia
Pergande, Mike & Bonnie
Peter, Rebecca
Piper, Louise
Pistek, Francis
Ploeger, Cal & Terri
Ploeger, Grace
Popowski, Dennis & Char
Pro Advantage Services
Prohaska, Marlene
Quintus, Evelyn
Radloff, Roger & Gertrude
Rasche, Shirley
Raw, Tony
Rayhons, Francis Memorial
Reinig, Jim & Darlene
Renner, Tom & Julie
Rose, Tom & Rebecca
Saeugling, Karen
Sankey, Rickey & Denise
Schaben, Laura
Schluesner, Connie
Schmidt, Erma Linda
Schoenwetter, Ada
Schwichtenberg, Jesse & Daisy
Sheets, Eldon & Jean

Sherman, Catie
Sloan, Evan
Sloan, Tori
Smit, Randy & LuAnn
Solheim, David
Steen, David & Brenda
Steffens, Kelsey
Stille, Arv & Sandy
Stromer, Delwin Memorial
Stromer, Juanita
To Save a Life Showing
Trca, Anton & Margaret
Tusha, George & Mary Lou
Urich, Tony & Sue
Van Oort, Homer & June
Velau, Janet
Ventura Alumni
Vidal Memorial
Ward, G
Wellik, Tom & Darsi
Whitehurst, Susan
Winter, Stephen & Judy
Wohlert, Rodney & Sharon
Wunsch, Randy & Kelly
Young, Larry & Jan
Yvette's Total Fitness
Ziesmer, David & Becky
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Marquee Room and V.I.P. Lounge
The
Avery
Theatre
not only has state-ofthe-art digital sound and
video equipment and but
the theater offers other
amenities.
The Marquee Room and
the V.I.P. Lounge, located
in the second story of
theatre, are available to rent
for a meeting or a special
occasion.
The rooms can be rented
for $40 for 1-3 hours, plus
the purchase of movie
tickets. A room-usage
deposit is required. Basic
rental fees include space,
table, chairs and restrooms.
The Marquee Room has
a 12-foot table and seating
for 20. After your party or
meeting, your guests can
watch the movie in the
V.I.P. Lounge.
The table is situated
under the light of a beautiful
chandelier, which overlooks
the Avery marquee through
the seven art deco windows
on the mezzanine level of
the theatre.
The rooms have space

for 20 adults. If the space
is being rented for a
children’s party, the number
will be approved by the
management.
Be sure to inquire about
wireless Internet access at
the Avery.
Auditorium rental fees
will be determined at a
future date.
For more information on
renting the Marquee Room
and V.I.P. Lounge, contact
the Avery Theatre at 641925-2879.

Art Deco Chandelier

Ken Mick and Janice Bachman in the V.I.P. Lounge.

HAS YOUR SOLUTION

The Marquee Room has a spacious 12-foot long table - suitable for a business
meeting or hosting a party.

We’ve spent 50 years engineering innovative, efficient, and
reliable products to meet the ever-expanding needs of grain
producers. With our full line of product Solutions®, look no
further than Sukup for your grain drying, storage, and
handling or steel building needs.

Cry Room
75 N. State Street, Garner, IA

641-923-2862

Have a fussy toddler? The “cry room” is available to families with fussy
children at no extra cost. The room is equipped with two theater seats.
Parents can take care of their child, and not miss the movie.
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Theatre opens debt-free

By Rebecca Peter
When the non-profit
Main Street, Inc. first
launched the Avery Theatre
capital campaign in 2008,
estimates to fully restore the
theatre were projected near
$1 million.
Thanks
to
the
commitment and labor of
volunteers and generous
donations from the Garner
area community, theatre
restoration was completed
at approximately $525,000.
In addition, the theatre
will open its doors on
Aug. 16 debt-free (once
all pledges are received)
- a goal of Main Street,
Inc. from the onset of the
project.
Funding
for
the
restoration comes from
three main areas:
•Numerous private
sector
donations
and
pledges
from
individuals,
business,
and
organizations
totaling $300,000.
•Grants
and
funding
from

private foundations totaling
$120,000.
•Government-funded
sources totaling $105,000
including the City of
Garner, a Vision Iowa
Community Attraction and
Tourism grant; a grant from
the Historical Resource
Development Program, and
Hancock County.
•In-kind volunteer labor
is estimated to be worth
$200,000.
Barb Eisenmenger and
Neil Fell are members of
the Garner Main Street, Inc.
board of directors.
“We have taken out a
loan to cover the pledges
that have been made to the
Avery,” said Eisenmenger.
“The pledges will be paid

over a period of three years
and the loan will be repaid
as the donations come in.
It was necessary to have
this money available to
continuing
construction
expenses.”
The
Garner
Main
Street, Inc. board will
be responsible for Avery
finances. Managers Carole
Lemon and Tami Helland
will report to the board.
“Local CPA firm, DK
Arndt, has been retained
to
prepare
monthly
financials,” said Neil Fell.
“Procedures are being
developed to segregate
duties to minimize the
chance of theft or fraud.”
Fell noted, “The goal of
the Garner Main Street, Inc.
is to generate sufficient cash
for future repairs
and
replacement
of equipment. It
is hoped once this
account is funded,
then the excess
profits can be
donated back to the
community.”

On with the show! The Avery Theatre committee and staff are ready for
opening day! From left to right: Ken Mick, Barb Eisenmenger, Lloyd Bier, comanager Carole Lemon, (Row 2) Lisa Formanek, Janice Bachman, Jill Blank,
Connie Tesene, Kathy Ingram, (Row 3) Neil Fell, co-manager Tami Helland
and Ed Enright. Some are wearing the special glass that will be available for
3-D movies.

    

  
 

We’d like to
congratulate The Avery
on its grand reopening!

From left in back row is Chip Thiedeman, Linda Juhl, Emily Stauffacher,

Mike Bahnsen, Paula Spilman
Front row from left is: Alicia Anderson, Mary Greiman and Kirsten Lang

www.clearlakebank.com
Garner: 923-3621
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Congratulations to The Avery
on their Grand Opening!

BA
BACK-Mary
ACK-Ma
Mary Jo Ames, Kerry Halverson, Deb Flaugh, Jill Haugen, Ellen Bruns, Terri Mumm, Katelyn Hartman, C
Chrissy
hrissy
hri
issy C
Crist
MIDDLE-Terry Paulus, Gail Keraus, Diane Neuberger, Julia Eckhoff, Pat Loeschen, Shelly Frein, Deb Studer, Renee Diemer,
Erin Eisenman FRONT-Denise Sankey, Dr. Roy Tesene, Dr. Amy Maurer, Dr. Matt Maurer, Melinda Clark

Drs. Tesene, Mauer & Maurer wish the
Avery many years of success
and thank the community
for their support for
35 years!

Drs. Tesene,
Maurer and Maurer
“Comprehensive Family Dentistry”
55 State Street • Garner
923.3771 • 1.800.450.3771
www.garnerdentists.com

